Calling all Smile Raisers!

Help Captain Starlight bring smiles to sick kids in hospitals by raising smiles at home and school.

Register today at starlightsmileproject.org.au
The Starlight Smile Project inspires kids to be compassionate by making every kind act go twice the distance – raising smiles and funds.
What is the Starlight Smile Project?

The Starlight Children’s Foundation supports seriously ill children in hospitals around Australia. Our superhero, Captain Starlight, has a mission to make sick kids smile. They spend time with the children in the hospitals’ Starlight Express Rooms, helping them forget their illness – replacing pain, fear and boredom with joy and laughter. They help sick kids, be kids again.

To help raise funds to continue this vital work, we’re launching the Starlight Smile Project, getting children involved in performing kind acts – doing things that bring a smile to people’s faces. Each kind act will earn them a smiley star and the children’s acts will be sponsored by family and family friends, who can also choose to donate a fixed amount.

Why is it being held?

It’s important to us that the Starlight Smile Project spreads smiles in the same way our work with children in hospitals does! We’re committed to helping all children understand the benefits of bringing smiles to the faces of those around them – to raising smiles as well as funds.

When is it happening?

The Starlight Smile Project runs all year round and schools can choose to participate anytime whether it be for a week, a fortnight or an entire month.

How will it help?

In the Starlight Smile Project, everyone benefits. Can you imagine anything better than children feeling inspired to be the nicest? The kindest? The most helpful? In addition to the sense of accomplishment children will gain, they’ll also experience the emotional rewards that good behaviour brings, leading to lasting changes in attitude.
How can we help?

Raising Starlight Smiles couldn’t be easier. Your downloadable Starlight Smile Project Kit contains everything you’ll need, including posters to put up around your school, child-friendly instructions for teachers and a Smile Chart where children can record all the Smiles they will raise along the way. And if your school has 20 or more students who take part, Starlight will send every child registered a special Smiley Star pin to wear with pride!

For more information on how to register and to request your smiley star pins, visit starlightsmileproject.org.au, call us today on 1300 727 827 or email us at smileproject@starlight.org.au

Captain Starlight thanks you for choosing to bring smiles to the faces of kids everywhere.